
 

 
 

 
 
 

Press Release 

 
Ercom and Accuver Partner to Bring Network Testing & Emulation 

One Step Closer to Reality 
 

Integrated Product Delivers Capacity and Unique Device  

 Testing To Operational 4G Networks 

 

Paris, France and Seoul, South Korea – February 18, 2015 – Leading test and measurement companies 

Ercom and Accuver announced today they are forming a technical partnership to bring network 

emulation one step closer to reality. Ercom’s Mobipass network emulation software is being integrated 

with Accuver’s XCAL-MTS real-UE-based call-generation test system to address problems experienced 

by advanced LTE network operators.  

“We are excited to partner with a test and measurement provider like Accuver with a large global 

footprint,” said Yannick Dupuch, CEO of Ercom. “We anticipate strong demand for this joint solution 

from advanced operators – including many in Korea and Japan – and believe our technically advanced 

product supporting LTE and LTE-A with carrier aggregation will be well received.” 

The new product includes a unified GUI in support of a single integrated lab setup. The joint lab solution 

includes the specific device type emulation supported by XCAL-MTS with the scale and load testing 

capabilities of Ercom’s product. Mobipass can support hundreds of simultaneous UE sessions with 

Layer 1 to Layer 3 analyses. A Korean operator has been selected as the charter customer for the new 

joint offering.  

“Customers with advanced 4G networks are struggling to test their network systems under heavily 

loaded conditions,” commented Dr. Jinsoup Joung, CEO of Accuver. “Our XCAL-MTS integrated with 

Mobipass provides customers with a system to stress the capacity of their network system with 

differing device traffic profiles simulating those found in a deployed network. This combined lab 

solution provides our customers with tests that are one step closer to reality.” 

The first prototype of the integrated product will be demonstrated on Ercom’s stand 7J40 at Mobile 

World Congress in Barcelona, March 2-5. Accuver representatives will be available for joint 

demonstrations.  
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About Mobipass 

Mobipass® is a lab-based emulation product capable of precise reproduction of the behaviors of 

thousands of devices with mixed traffic calls and RF conditions experienced on a real network. Its easy-

to-use GUI, advanced multi-UE channel emulator, integrated QoS and QoE test features and rich KPI 

capabilities make it a strong test and measurement addition for mobile network operators deploying 

advanced broadband networks. Mobipass can be delivered in configurations to emulate the evolved 

pack core (ePC), user equipment (UE) and emulated neighbor cells. 

 

About XCAL-MTS 

XCAL-MTS is a multiple mobile/PCMCIA terminal-based data collection tool which supports a variety 

of wireless technologies. It is specially designed to perform load and capacity testing and allows users 

to troubleshoot, maintain, optimize and benchmark wireless voice/data systems and networks. Its GUI 

enables different types of connections, which means it is ultra-compatible. 

 

About Ercom 

Founded in 1986, Ercom is a French-based manufacturer specializing in wireless network optimization 

and secure communications. The Ercom R&D team has been developing technologies and advanced 

telecommunications solutions for almost 30 years and today focus on two principal product ranges: 

Mobipass LTE/4G network optimization systems and Cryptosmart secure communications. Ercom 

continues to pursue its aim of improving its solutions and extending its activities worldwide.  

www.ercom.com 

 

About Accuver 

Accuver is a leading provider of wireless test and measurement solutions that optimize the 

performance and reliability of mobile networks. Working with all major network operators, 

infrastructure vendors, chipset manufacturers and wireless equipment OEMs, we measure, 

troubleshoot and optimize network performance and wireless service delivery. This involves a 

seamless blend of user insight, design innovation, software development, cutting-edge engineering 

and support services. 

www.accuver.com 
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